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Introduction
This white paper discusses the function of POWERVAR’s Ground Guard® power
conditioner in the POS and networked environment and specifically corrects false
information that is being distributed regarding the product’s function and capability.
Supporting information is included, where relevant, for easy reference.
An attempt to mislead
Recently, a power protection manufacturer has been distributing a reprint of an
article authored by Mark Waller of Waller and Associates and originally appearing in the
April 2000 issue of Smart Power Quarterly. A copy is included with this white paper for
reference.
While not naming POWERVAR in particular, the Waller article is being provided
to POS resellers and OEMs as a means of disparaging POWERVAR’s patented
proprietary Ground Guard power conditioning technology. Waller’s article factually
describes the nature and origin of ground loops and then arrives at the following two
conclusions:
1. Ground conditioning technology should not be employed because the action of
transient voltage surge suppressors will result in a voltage drop across the ground
conditioning inductor which will itself create the very voltage differential that causes
ground loops.
2. Ground loops no longer exist within modern network topologies due to the universal
use of either fiber optic cable or Category 5 UTP.
The first of Waller’s conclusions is founded upon two easily overlooked but
clearly misleading premises as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 of his article. Waller
states, “For simplicity sake, we have left out the power conditioning sections and only
shown the choke and how it fits in the ground circuit.” With reference to Figure 3,
Waller continues, “Figure 3 shows what happens if we add this choke into the safety
ground path along with the addition of a Transient Voltage Surge Suppressor.”
Waller’s attempt to “simplify” the situation for the reader is clearly disingenuous
for two reasons. First is that his simplification has conveniently eliminated the isolation
transformer that is at the heart of all POWERVAR power conditioning technology. The
isolation transformer’s low impedance design makes it the perfect inductive buffer
between the computer load and any line-side generated transient voltage. As a result,
the voltage clamping and equalizing current that Waller so ominously describes never
take place. Neither does the line driver destruction he warns about.
Second, Waller’s illustrations clearly show ground conditioning technology in
place on only one component of the network. POWERVAR installation guidelines
clearly state that for total effectiveness, Ground Guard must be installed on every node
of the network. Again, Waller’s explanation of ground conditioning deployment is more
misleading than accurate.
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Ground Guard technology is always manufactured as part of a hybrid power
conditioner incorporating a low impedance isolation transformer. It is never available as
part of a transient surge suppressor (TVSS) product. Ground Guard must always be
installed on all network nodes. If, for some reason, a node cannot be protected with
Ground Guard, it should be isolated from the network with an opto-isolator or fiber optic
cable.
If Ground Guard technology were deployed as Waller describes, his first
conclusion would be true. The conclusion is not true, however, since his basic premise
is false.
Waller’s second conclusion is that ground loops are a non-issue. His statement
is based on the assumption that all modern networks use either fiber or Category 5
unshielded twisted pair (1000BaseT).
In fact, not all installations use these communication topologies. Shielded data
cables are still common in non-Ethernet communications environments and, in fact,
shielded Category 5 cable is also found from time to time.
In addition, it should be noted that Category 5 UTP will migrate toward Category
6 cable, which is referred to a STP (Shielded Twisted Pair) or ScTP (Screened Twisted
Pair). Specifications are also under development for Category 7 cable, which is
referred to as SSTP (Shielded Shielded Twisted Pair).
Finally, it’s important to note one final premise in the article. Waller states, “In
rare instances, there may be a shield, but even then, the shield is only bonded on one
end.” Floating one end of a data cable’s shield is a hazardous proposition. High
energy transients caused by lightning as well as lower power disturbances associated
with electro-static discharge, can create harmful open circuit voltages when one end of
a shield if floated. These voltages can disrupt or destroy data ports as a result of
“flashover” into the data conductors themselves.1
For this reason, as well as concerns surrounding radiated emissions, Category 6
and Category 7 wiring specifications restore the shield to the data cable and
furthermore will require that the shields for these cables be terminated on both ends of
the data cable.
Conclusion
Parts of the Waller article are factual. However, the article displays a number of
faulty premises leading to equally faulty conclusions. POWERVAR’s Ground Guard
technology does not resemble the illustrations used to arrive at the article’s conclusions,
and therefore, the conclusions do not apply to Ground Guard. In addition, the article
ignores future technological developments, which are likely to reintroduce ground loops
into almost all network installations.
Ground Guard is the only field proven alternative to dedicated/isolated electrical
wiring. We can only conclude that those distributing this article as a sales tool do so
because they misunderstand the design, how it works, and how it is to be applied.
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